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Editorial

Welcome to the new-look New Forest Association Newsletter. I 
hope you enjoy reading it.  I am a Life Member (and recently co-
opted Council Member) of the NFA and care passionately, as we 
all do, about the future of my native area. I would like to see the 
Newsletter develop into a lively forum for Forest matters - but 
for that to happen I will need the input of all Members. 

What would you like to see included in the Newsletter? Is it too 
long or too short? Does it have too much - or not enough - to 
say? Would you like to see a letters page? All suggestions and 
criticisms will be cheerfully received (honestly!) and taken into 
account in the next issue - due out in time for the New Forest 
Show in late July.

Meanwhile, I wish you all a peaceful and prosperous 2007.

Georgina Babey

AGM and Member‛s Day
Following the success of the Member‛s Day on September 30th, 
2006 it has been suggested that it might be time for a change to 
the format of the Annual General Meeting. Usually an evening 
event, we are hoping to incorporate it into a Member‛s Day gath-
ering - with talks/workshops/field trips and so on. All this, of 
course, will give the hard pressed Council Members even more 
work and we were hoping to engage the help of all those en-
thusiastic delegates - who came with offers and ideas - to the 
September Member‛s Day.

The AGM will be on Sat 28th April, 2007 at Minstead 
Details to be arranged
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Chairman‛s Report
I am happy to say that since my report in the summer Newsletter there 
have been no dramatic events in the Forest but the work of the Asso-
ciation continues with our consideration of, and response to, the endless 
flow of matters that could affect it.

These range from perennial problems such as planning, camping and traf-
fic/visitor management, to one-off ideas such as shining four fourteen  
mile long green laser beams from the top of Southampton Civic Centre. 
One of these beams would pass over the Forest with possible detrimen-
tal effects on wildlife etc. We have formally lodged an objection to the 
plan and. as we go to press, await the outcome.

Specifically - by way of follow-up from my last report - I can advise that 
the Forestry Commission has been granted permission to sell Holmsley 
Lodge and Shrike Cottage. As reported, this was against our wishes, 
but, as is so often the case, the need for revenue was apparently an 
overriding consideration.

On a happier note the power line from Picket Post to Burley has now 
been buried and is a great example of how the landscape can be im-
proved dramatically with the removal of such visual intrusions.

The Forest Holidays proposals* for Hollands Wood and Roundhill camp-
sites are now with the National Park Authority (as the Planning Author-
ity) for consideration. We remain hopeful that they will be rejected out 
of hand. Watch this space.

I will report on the Association‛s presence at a series of summer shows 
and fétès in the 2006 Annual Report.

William Ziegler

*For more detailed information on these proposals, and 
other Forest concerns, visit the Association website:

www.newforestassociation.co.uk
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Member‛s Day
The first ever Member‛s Day, held 
on 30th September 2006 in the 
Jack Hargreaves Room in Lyndhurst 
Museum & Library, was a lively affair. 
Presentations were given by several 
Council Members, followed by feedback 
discussions with the delegates on the 
way forward for the Association and, 
after lunch, a field trip to Matley. (See 
front cover photo). I am very grateful 
to one of the delegates, Brian Walters, 
who sent in his impressions of the day:

A new role for the NFA?
At the recent Member‛s Day, the NFA Vice Chairman Peter Roberts 
reviewed the history of the New Forest from its foundation by William 
the Conqueror in 1079, to the recent formation of the National Park.  
This served both to underline the changing nature of the Forest and the 
comparatively recent perception of the need to protect it. This need 
led to the formation of the NFA in 1867.  

From the outset the NFA drew national attention to the natural beauty 
and amenity value of the Forest, which we appreciate so much today.  
But over the years the need for the NFA to defend the Forest from 
unwelcome developments declined until the 1920s. At that time a threat 
to transfer certain areas to intensive conifer plantation served to boost 
NFA membership and activity again.  

Indeed, it is clear that despite the diligent efforts of the NFA, the 
loss of grazing has continued, with all that that implies in terms of 
preservation of the Forest‛s beauty. While the formation of the 
National Park Authority promises to protect the Forest from excessive 
urbanisation and other developments that would cause harm, the NFA 
clearly continues to have an important role as a ‘watchdog‛.

Perhaps this is a role that should be vigorously promoted to the many 
other interests – such as archaeology – that are represented in local 
associations or societies. The NFA could become their ‘umbrella‛ offering 
to channel concerns to the new Authority.  

Brian M Walters

Photo: Georgina Babey
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National Park Societies Conference 13th - 15th 
October, 2006

This year‛s conference took place at Scargill House near Kettlewell in 
Yorkshire and was hosted by the 25 year old Yorkshire Dales Society. It 
had the title of Working together for a sustainable future for National 
Parks - extremely relevant to our own Association‛s aims.

The conference location was amazing - a quiet spot in the heart of 
Wharfedale, with direct access to the fells. Good information on public 
transport was provided so that those arriving by train at Skipton knew 
what time the bus went to and from Kettlewell and we were met in the 
village by local members who provided a taxi service, for the last mile or so 
to Scargill House.

The accommodation was perfectly adequate and all meals were taken in 
the purpose built dining room. We were served at table during the formal 
Saturday dinner but otherwise helped ourselves to food both hot and cold. 
The quality of the food was excellent and two bottles of wine per table of 
six was included on Saturday thanks to the sponsor, CE Electric.

The conference speakers reflected the location with virtually all coming 
from the local area but many talking on affairs that were common to most, if 
not all, National Parks and their Societies/Associations. Saturday‛s session 
started with an introduction from the Chairman of the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park Authority, Carl Lis, who stayed for the rest of the week-end 
allowing ample time for informal discussion. The second speaker, Tim Thom, 
from the Yorkshire Dales NPA, spoke on The Limestone Country Project 
- recreating the natural environment through partnership. His task was to 
persuade and advise local farmers on ways to operate a modern hill farm 
whilst helping protect the environment. Ensuring the right type and degree 
of grazing for limestone pavements is a major part of this. In the process a 
marketing project for selling the resulting beef has been set up.

David Sharrod, director of the Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust provided 
an overview of how his organisation, a charity, had provided key funding 
for over 700 projects in the last 11 years. The Yorkshire Dales Society 
considered running this themselves before realising that there could be 
difficulties in reconciling the purposes with their own campaigning position. 
The Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust also runs the Sustainable Development 
Fund on behalf of the National Park Authority for a 10% administrative 
fee.
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A choice of five field trips was provided. We joined the ‘Grassington - a 
village under pressure‛ group thinking that comparisons could well be made 
with Lyndhurst.  Led by a local volunteer, we were treated to a guided 
history tour of the village and additional material on housing policy and NPA 
planning considerations provided by a member and chairman of the NPA. In 
almost all areas there is now a policy of affordable housing only for new and 
brownfield site building in the National Park.

On Sunday David Butterworth, Chief Executive of the YDNPA gave a very 
forthright account of working with government ministers, funding and the 
issues that face the Parks. He made the point that the National Park ‘brand‛ 
has an appeal far higher than would be expected given the comparatively 
small budgets allowed by Government. This gives him easy access to both 
high ranking government ministers and civil servants.

Bernard Lynch then gave a presentation on the Mosaic project which is 
reaching out to minority groups in the community that do not generally 
visit National Parks. Apart from the social benefit to individuals their 
involvement helps the urban community to become more engaged in National 
Park concerns.

Two corporate members spoke on why they were involved. The first, Jane 
Ellison-Bates, runs a marketing company and had begun as a Council Member 
of the Society. She was able to offer guidance and some work on many 
public relations matters including contacts, newsletters, website and press 
releases. Simon Fern is an enthusiastic website manager who has re-designed 
the Yorkshire Dales Society website to better reflect the messages that 
the Society wishes to project. 

Ruth Chambers, from the Council for National Parks, summarised the ten key 
issues which she felt had come from the conference and which she thinks 
all National Park Associations should be dealing with at the moment: 

* Climate change - check our own carbon footprint, public transport, NPA  
 plans. 
* Energy - be positive, welcome mini hydro and wind schemes. 
* Planning - get in early, suggest ideas, check ‘soundness‛.
*  Succession planning -volunteer management, advertise for council   
 members. 
* Watchdogs - stick to principles, monitor conditions on plans.
* Political champions - ensure local MP‛s are involved and supportive.
* Corporates - Use their services, feel good factor for them.
* Inter-Society working - e.g. the scheme for burying overhead power 
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 lines was initiated by the Friends of the Lake District group.
* Reaching out - involving urban and minority groups.
* Kernel campaign - decide on your society‛s key campaign and focus on it.

All in all a thoroughly enjoyable and inspiring weekend.  Next year‛s 
conference will be held in the Snowdonia National Park, 2nd - 4th November, 
2007. It is the NFA‛s turn to host the conference in autumn 2008. See 
below for a call to arms!
    Peter Roberts and Georgina Babey 

HELP!
Do you have PR or marketing skills? Have you any experience of 

organising or running a medium size (up to 80 participants) event?
The NFA are due to host the National Park Societies Annual Conference 

in the autumn of 2008. (See report above)
 A small sub-committee will plan and co-ordinate the conference but any 
expertise that you may be able to contribute will be gratefully received.

Contact any member of the Conference sub-committee - William 
Ziegler, Peter Roberts, Michael Chilcott or Georgina Babey.

Contact details on page 16.

The Scargill Centre near Kettlewell, Yorkshire - stunning setting of the 2006  
National Park Societies Conference     Photo: Peter Roberts
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Commercial Fungi Collection in the New Forest

Over the years there have been some ongoing issues 
with commercial fungi collection in the New Forest. 
A good mushroom year brings in people from far and 
wide for what can be rich pickings. The recent case 
with Mrs Tee–Hillman of Lymington in particular 
received a lot of publicity, and has recently reached 

a conclusion. This could have implications for what is one of the 
finest fungi sites in Western Europe – so we thought it worthwhile 
to explain the background of these fairly complicated proceedings 
with a brief ‘case history‛.

Mrs Tee–Hillman has openly collected fungi for her New Forest 
Mushroom business for a number of years. We understand that the 
Forestry Commission had made a number of unsuccessful attempts 
to persuade her to stop.  In a fairly unusual move, the Crown 
Prosecution Service took a criminal prosecution for theft on behalf 
of DEFRA. Having rumbled on for some time, this was stayed by 
Judge John Boggis QC at Bournemouth earlier this year, who showed 
little sympathy for the case, and so proceedings came to an end.
 
In  the  meantime  Mrs Tee–Hillman  made  a  counter  claim  
that she had a legal right to pick mushrooms commercially in the 
New Forest, because she had done it for a long time.  Originally 
a judge had said that she did not have a right, however on appeal 
a second judge said that she should have the opportunity to 
argue her case more fully in court (I hope you are following this!) 
 
This hearing was due by the end of 2006. However this case never 
made it to court. In a bid, presumably, to avoid more costly legal 
proceedings the Forestry Commission settled out of court by 
granting Mrs Tee–Hillman a personal right (i.e. for her alone) to pick 
fungi commercially in the New Forest for the rest of her life.
  
On the face of it this would seem to be the worst possible outcome 
for the Forestry Commission – a costly legal case, lots of negative 
publicity, and no clear ruling on commercial collecting. Mrs Tee–
Hillman was recently quoted in the Guardian as saying that her Polish 
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mushroom pickers would just have to continue dodging FC staff – 
hardly within the spirit of the new licence. To everyone else the New 
Forest policy on fungi remains the same – we can pick up to 1.5kg per 
day, in all woods except those clearly marked as inviolate, but picking 
for commercial gain is not permitted anywhere. 

There is a wider question here – is commercial picking a problem? 
Whilst there is debate about whether picking harms the fungi 
themselves, it is likely that picking too many fruiting bodies harms 
the populations of invertebrates which depend on them (some 
1000 species according to English Nature). It can also stop the 
rest of us enjoying the ability to pick some for ourselves and, 
indeed, enjoy just looking at these beautiful ‘flowers of the earth‛.  

Whilst we should thank the Forestry Commission for trying to make 
a stand on commercial picking, this seems a case of losing the will 
(or the cash) to fight on. We have also been let down by a judge who 
didn‛t recognise the importance of the amazing fungi we have here 
in the New Forest.  We should be clear that the fungi of the Forest 
are not there for a few individuals to exploit for commercial gain, 
but part of our shared wildlife heritage. 

If you suspect commercial fungi collection in the Forest, the Forestry 
Commission can be contacted on 023 8028 3141 (24 hrs in case of 
issues needing immediate attention).

New Forest Record Series
Volume 2: Ruin and Reform

The first in the New Forest Record Series of books Use and Abuse, 
edited by Richard Reeves, was published recently. Volume two has now 
appeared. Ruin and Reform, New Forest Administration 1739-1769, 
edited by Peter Roberts, fills an important gap in 18th century Forest 
history, publishing, for the first time, a transcript of the Samber Manu-
script, Forest Rents and a selection of letters and other documents from 
Forest Officers of the day. Fire, manslaughter, murder, fraud, poaching 
and theft are all detailed - along with the Lord Warden‛s attempts to 
gain a measure of control - to avert the ruination of the Forest.
£15 hardback, available from the New Forest Museum, Lyndhurst.
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The New Forest Design Plan: Recovering Lost 
Landscapes

This is the title of a report recently produced by the Land Management 
Sub-Committee of the New Forest Association.  It takes the form 
of a case study and makes proposals for the long-term management 
of certain areas of the Forest.

Many of you will be aware of the Forest Design Plan process which 
began in the late 1990s. This process was set up by the Forestry 
Commission to help reconsider the management of the timber 
plantations and provide long-term direction for their management. 
These plans signified a major change in direction for these areas 
and have done much to improve the Forest in terms of landscape, 
wildlife, recreation and commoning issues.

At present, the plans are going through a process of review which 
takes place every 5 years, to keep up to date with government policy, 
new information obtained on the Forest and to iron out any problems 
that might have occurred with the implementation of the plans.  
Basically the process allows for the fine tuning of the plans.

With the recent designation of the Forest as a National Park and 
taking the nature conservation works of the recent LIFE projects 
into account, the Land Management Sub-Committee decided time 
was ripe to review certain aspects of the Design Plans.  It also had 
particular concerns as to certain of the long-term visions agreed at 
the beginning of the Design Plan process.  These concerns relate to 
the central blocks of timber plantations, one of which was taken as 
a case study to highlight the shortcomings of the existing long-term 
vision, and to present our own views as to how these shortcomings 
might best be addressed.

The area in question is that which forms a triangle lying between 
Burley, Minstead and Brockenhurst.  Historically, this area was a 
mosaic of open habitats similar to those which remain to the west of 
Lyndhurst.  This woodland dominated landscape once extended from 
Burley to Beaulieu, but was largely swept away by a politically driven 
period of inclosure after 1850.  The Crown had wished to consolidate 
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its holdings in that area in preparation for the eventual break-up and 
sale of the Forest, a move which failed to pass through Parliament 
in 1871.  What remained was seriously fragmented and much of the 
hardwood planting has since been converted to conifer.

It is this damage to the landscape and habitats through their 
fragmentation that the sub-committee wishes to see rectified.  It 
does not wish to see an end to forestry per se, as it is indeed a part 
of the heritage of the Forest.  Rather it seeks to suggest a balance 
in which forestry can continue within a Forest landscape instead of 
blanketing it out.  The sub-committee‛s proposals look to secure the 
long-term viability of the special qualities of the area in question.

The proposals are on a large-scale, of this there is no question.  
However, they look to harness natural processes over a long period 
of time to minimize disturbance to wildlife and provide plenty of 
time for the economic interests of the forestry industry in the area 
to adapt.  They might simply be summarised as removing the fencing 
around a selection of inclosures and felling the conifer timber as 
it reaches economic maturity; thereby allowing the interaction 
of commonable stock with the vegetation (including the retained 
broadleaved crops) to form a basis for the redevelopment of the 
pastoral landscape of woodland and heathland habitats.  Analysis 
of the distribution of existing broadleaved crops show that they 
would form a good basis for renewing the links between the relics 
of woodland which remain unenclosed.  Given time, these would take 
on the characteristics and interest of the pasture woodlands they in 
many cases replaced.  Ocknell Inclosure provides a good example of 
the process, having been enclosed in 1775 and thrown open in 1815, 
remaining largely untouched since, except for the limited removal 
of timber, it has developed the characteristics of pasture woodland 
including small open areas of lawn, heath and mire.

The proposals may seem like a massive change and indeed they 
are one for the greater good of the Forest.  Undoubtedly, George 
Edward Briscoe Eyre, one of the founding fathers of the New Forest 
Association, would have been in support of these proposals, having 
complained, in 1871, of the ‘modern vandalism‛ which had destroyed 
the landscape of the very same area which this report addresses.  
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Indeed, the New Forest Association was formed in 1867 to fight 
against the loss of the old forest landscapes to timber plantations.  If 
accepted these proposals will reverse the damage and fragmentation 
to a landscape of great quality and secure its future for the long-
term.

Richard Reeves 
on behalf of the Land Management Sub Committee

The Wildlife of the New Forest
by 

Mike Read
A fascinating slide show and 
talk by the professional New 

Forest photographer 
Wednesday 21st February 2007, 8pm

at
Valetta Barn, Fritham

(Park near the Royal Oak and walk towards the chapel)
Please support this fund raising event for the NFA
Tickets £5 - booking advisable - tickets available from 

the Royal Oak or send a cheque, payable to NFA, to
Ziegler Rickman, 16-18, Southampton Road, Ringwood, 

BH34 1HY

A Legacy
The NFA has reason to be grateful for the foresight of the 

late Mrs Jane Perkins - formerly of Boldre Bridge House, 
Lymington and a NFA life member since the 1940s - who left 
a legacy of £1000 in her Will. Mrs Perkins died in January, 

2006 but by boosting funds in this way has enabled the vital 
work, of preserving her beloved Forest, to continue.
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Remembering David
Thirty people gathered at Slufter‛s pound on October 28th, 2006 to pay 
tribute to David Stagg, who died earlier in the year, and to unveil a plaque 
which has been erected, on the perimeter of the pound, in his memory. 
Readings and memoirs were given by Peter Murphy, Maldwin Drummond, 
Brian Ingram and Peter Roberts and then all present repaired to Lyndhurst 
Community Centre to partake of a splendid New Forest hog roast and to 
raise a glass in David‛s name.

David was a long-term member and ardent supporter of the NFA. An obituary 
appeared in the Summer 2006 issue of the newsletter.

New Forest Quiz

1)  Which is the largest beech wood in the Forest?
2)  Where was the Agamemnon battleship built?
3)  Who wrote Walking in the New Forest published in 1934?
4) Where in the Forest will you find examples of stained-glass 
 windows by William Morris and Burne-Jones?
5) Latchmore Brook runs through which Forest Inclosure?
6) Which is the odd one out: ash, larch, elm, oak, chestnut?
7) Which famous author is buried in Minstead churchyard?
8) When was the Act of Parliament passed which called for the  
 removal of all deer from the Forest?
9) An unusual dark-green form of which butterfly is found in the  
 Forest?
10) Which of the five species of deer to be found in the Forest  
 breeds all year round?
11) Where did the famous oak tree, which was said to flower on  
 Christmas Day, grow?
12) Which Lymington poet was married to Robert Southey in Boldre  
 Church?

Answers on page 14
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A successful partnership
The National Trust and the New Forest Life 3 project

The National Trust manages 4,000 acres of land in the New Forest 
including the commons of Bramshaw, Hale Purlieu, Hightown, Rockford, 
Ibsley and Foxbury Plantation. For the last four years The National Trust 
has been taking part in the New Forest Life 3 Project, an initiative that 
aims to restore some of the Forests‛ unique and vulnerable wetlands.

At Ibsley the mires had been drained to plant trees, and these had 
been planted on the edge of the streamside banks, leading to the loss 
of natural riverine woodland – a rare habitat. As part of the Life 3 
Project 40 acres of windblown timber and trees were removed from the 
mire and conifers were cleared from either side of streamside banks to 
restore the riverine woodland and low lying flood plain grassland.

“The project has already been a big success as far as wildlife is 
concerned. Large numbers of dragonflies can be seen feeding at the 
temporary pools created by the restoration work,” said Doug England, 
New Forest Project Officer, “and the restoration of the wetlands at 
Ibsley should also encourage wading birds such as Snipe and Curlew.”

The National Trust Life 3 works have also completely transformed 
the sites at Newlands Plantation and Dockens Water. The restoration 
works are believed to be the biggest to date on a single National Trust 
site. It was expected that the site would begin to revert back to mire 
conditions after the work had taken place, but for the site to recover so 
dramatically in such a short time and begin to make the transition from 
a monoculture plantation to a semi-natural functioning mire, contiguous 
with the surviving mire habitats upstream, is a major achievement. 

The Life 3 project enabled the National Trust to carry out large scale 
works across Newlands Plantation and Dockens Water that would have 
been impossible to achieve in the same length of time outside the 
project. This is an excellent start for a site that was itself acquired 
using a grant in 1999 through the Life 2 project.

A link has been recreated between pre-inclosure and inclosure land which 
includes opening up the inclosure to New Forest stock and reinstating 
the grazing regime. With the removal of conifers from the stream 
edge animals are now feeding along the river corridor and the remaining 
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Council Member Update
We congratulate Clive Chatters on his appointment as Chairman of the 
New Forest National Park Authority but sadly this means that he will 
no longer serve as a Council Member for NFA. Clive‛s contribution to 

the NFA has been immense and he will be sorely missed.
Two new members - Geoff Barnes and Georgina Babey - were co-opted 

at the Council Meeting on Wednesday 1st November 2006. These 
appointments to be ratified at the next AGM.

Stop Press: Mike Cooper has recently tendered his resignation to the 
Council. We thank him for his past commitment.

Quiz Answers (from page 12) - 1). Mark Ash near Bolderwood. 2). Buckler‛s Hard.
3). Joan Begbie. 4). St Michael and All Angels Church, Lyndhurst. 5). Amberwood
6). The larch is coniferous, the others are deciduous. 7). Arthur Conan Doyle. 8). 
1851  9). Silver-washed Fritillary. 10) Muntjac. 11). Cadnam. 12). Caroline Bowles.

The deadline for copy to be included in the summer edition of the news-
letter is 31st May, 2007. Please send articles, views and pieces to The 

Editor, Georgina Babey, Sirius, Hatchet Close, Hale, 
Fordingbridge, SP6 2NF, e mail: cmalwood@tiscali.co.uk.

hardwoods will, in time, restore the structure of riverine woodland.

The extensive clearance that has taken place in Newlands Plantation, and 
the new open wetland areas created, should further develop into areas 
of bog woodland.  The project has also opened up a stretch of Dockens 
Water and created an ideal habitat for salmonids and invertebrates.

The results of the 
NT 2006 bio-survey 
demonstrate the 
variety of different 
mire and bog species 
that have already 
begun to colonise 
Newlands Plantation. 
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Book Reviews
New Forest Drift : A Photographic Portrait of Life in the National 

Park
by Sally Fear

Published by Perspective Photo Press, London
Hardback £25

ISBN  0 9553253 0 7
Sally Fear is a professional photographer who has travelled the world 
on assignments for major newspapers and magazines. She came to live in 
Brockenhurst ten years ago and immediately began to document the lives of 
commoners, keepers and agisters through her camera lens. Sally runs her 
own ponies on the Forest and her instinct for what makes the area unique, 
and her eye for the characters that define it, is obvious in her outstanding 
book New Forest Drift. Despite the title, there is much more to this book 
than a portrait of a drift and it includes some stunning informal studies of 
Foresters.

New Forest : National Park
by Clive Chatters and Mike Read
Published by Halsgrove, Devon

Hardback £14.99
ISBN  1 84114 358 8

This is the latest title in Halsgrove‛s ‘Discover‛ series - a celebration of the 
New Forest as the nation‛s newest National Park.  The author, Clive Chatters, 
and the photographer, Mike Read, both have impeccable credentials in 
their fields. Clive as an ecologist with the Hampshire Wildlife Trust and 
Chairman of the new National Park Authority; and Mike as a professional 
photographer and author of three natural history books.  

New Forest: National Park has chapters on Forest history, ecology, 
traditions, management and landscape, with threads of architecture, 
art and literature which make it a wonderfully comprehensive read.  The 
text seems to be aimed at the newcomer and visitor - perhaps the ‘good 
neighbours and welcome guests‛ of the summary - rather than the local, but 
there is something of interest to everyone.  Over 140 full colour images, 
and good value at £14.99.

Georgina Babey
Special Offer

The NFA is pleased to offer a special price on the New Forest:National Park 
book (Chatters/Read) - £13 if collected, or full price £14.99 to include p&p

The book is also available to non-members, via the NFA,
 at £14.99 + £2 p&p.

To order, or for further details, please contact William Ziegler. Contact de-
tails on page 16.
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NEW FOREST ASSOCIATION
www.newforestassociation.co.uk

Officers
President Maldwin Drummond, OBE., DL., Cadland House, Fawley, 
  Southampton, SO45 1AA

Chairman William Ziegler, Lords Oak Cottage, Landford, Salisbury 
  SP5 2DW.  Tel: 01794 390344
  e mail: chairman@newforestassociation.co.uk

Vice    Peter Roberts, Sirius, Hatchet Close, Hale, Fordingbridge,
Chairman SP6 2NF.  Tel: 01725 514480
  e mail: cmalwood@tiscali.co.uk

Hon  Michael Chilcott, Penny Cottage, Silver Street, Emery  
Secretary Down, Lyndhurst, Hants, SO43 7DX  Tel: 02380 282532
  e mail: secretary@newforestassociation.co.uk

Membership Roger Richmond, Abbotts Well, Frogham, Fordingbridge,  
Secretary SP6 2JD   Tel: 01425 656018   
  e mail: membership@newforestassociation.co.uk

Hon   Michael Perkins, Critchells Farmhouse, Lockerley, Romsey, 
Treasurer SO51 0JD  Tel: 01794 340281
  e mail: treasurer@newforestassociation.co.uk

Council Members   
  Mark Abbott, Georgina Babey (co-opted), Graham Baker,  
  Geoff Barnes (co-opted), Jonathan Cox, Roly Errington, 
  Peter Frost, Edwin Gifford, Joyce Gifford, Pam Harvey-Richards,  
  Paul Hayes, Paul Hibberd, David Humbert, Dionis Macnair, 
  Richard Manley, Edward Marris, Philip Marshall, Anne Millar,  
  Belinda - Lady Montagu, Timothy Moore, Richard Reeves, Neil  
  Sanderson, Jenni Tubbs
Sub-Committees
Land Management - Chairman - David Humbert
Planning - Chairman - Peter Roberts
Membership & Development - Chairman - Mark Abbott
Recreation - Chairman - Vacant

Newsletter Georgina Babey, Sirius, Hatchet Close, Hale, Fordingbridge,  
Editor  SP6 2NF.  Tel: 01725 514480   e mail: cmalwood@tiscali.co.uk
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